
Is your childs mobile giving them cancer?

However it is the apparent danger to young people that is of most concern to 
these scientists. Their brain tissue is more conductive, their skulls thinner, 
radiation penetration greater relative to head size and, according to the report, the 
risk of brain cancer after prolonged mobile phone use is significantly greater in 
younger users.

http://www.express.co.uk/features/view/315856/Is-your-child-s-mobile-giving-
them-cancer-

India: Rage in the air

Rajasthan: Mobile towers shut down in a Jaipur Colony

Kasliwal's younger brothers Sanjay and Pramodwere diagnosed with cancer in 
2011. The family blames the illness on radiation from the cluster of cell phone 
towers in their locality. In the lane where the Kasliwals live, at least five people 
have been detected with cancer; the lane has 30 houses. Also, residents have 
been complaining of low immunity, headaches, sleep disorder and fever since the 
towers cropped up.

http://week.manoramaonline.com/cgi-
bin/MMOnline.dll/portal/ep/theWeekContent.do?programId=1073755754&contentI
d=11440196

Families win battle against plans for phone mast near school

The mast would have been only 30 metres from our mobile classroom.

Pupil Stanley Tatters, aged 11, of Mossley, said: "I will be leaving soon but I'm 
glad it has been turned down for the sake of my friends who are just starting at the 
school and would have had to live with it for seven years."

http://www.thisisstaffordshire.co.uk/Families-win-battle-plans-phone-mast-near-
school/story-15860938-detail/story.html

RESIDENTS DECLARE HORNBY ISLAND A SMART METER FREE ZONE

Instead of capitulating, Christiane called for Hornby to become a 'Smart Meter 
Free Zone on the west coast.' As she explained, 'At least there will be one place 
where people can go to get away from smart meters.' 

http://bowen-island-bc.com/forum/read.php?1,1264886,1264936

Robert
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Port Franks Public meeting for Bell Tower opponents

In Port Franks the issue is health. Spokesperson Wendy Hoy says, “This 
proposed one hundred and twenty foot tower will be located near to residences, 
waterfront, the beach, and marshlands, as well as summer cottages. It will be 
directly in the flyway of the migratory birds, including the famous Tundra Swans

A Silver Hill man has petitioned Industry Canada for an environmental impact 
study regarding a proposed 100-metre telecommunications tower. Balogh is 
seeking a study under provisions of the Environmental Protection Act of Ontario, 
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and the Radio Communications Act 
of Canada.

http://www.lakeshoreadvance.com/ArticleDisplay.aspx?e=3537115

--------

Britain's cuckoo population is in sharp decline

We found that Scottish cuckoo populations are not doing nearly as badly as 
English ones.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/apr/21/ornithologists-track-cuckoo-
africa

(Less cell phone masts and wireless radiation in Scotland?)

--------

Emotional Victory in PUC Ruling on SDG&E Smart Meters

Sue Brinchman of La Mesa says she wept upon hearing the news she's sought for 
18 monthsthat San Diego Gas & Electric customers can restore their old analog 
meters and get rid of their wireless smart meters. 

http://lemongrove.patch.com/articles/emotional-victory-in-puc-ruling-on-sdge-
smart-meters#youtube_video-8142278

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Don't give up smart meter fight

Numerous problems have already been identified with the smart meter program

http://www.whistlerquestion.com/article/20120419/WHISTLER07/304199942/-
1/WHISTLER/don-t-give-up-smart-meter-fight
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Schneier on Security: Smart Meter Hacks

The FBI warns that insiders and individuals with only a moderate level of 
computer knowledge are likely able to compromise meters with low-cost tools and 
software readily available on the Internet. 

http://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2012/04/smart_meter_hac.html

--------

Dog microchips expected to be made compulsory

(Even though research indicates the microchips increase the risk of cancer!)

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/21/dog-microchips-compulsory

--------

We are all affected by Wireless Radiation

Wireless radiation causes harm to the body. Not just some, but to all. It harms all 
life. 

Take electro sensitivity symptoms and compare them with the so called "normal" 
symptoms we see and hear about. Diabetes and food allergies have risen 
something like 60 % in the past 25 years or so. In the past ten years, autism which 
was 1 out of ten thousand or something, is now 1 out of 88....but this is the media 
reporting, one has to look at both chronic health issues plus learning disorders to 
get the true figures. Which is probably more like 1 out of 5. Remember, Cancer is 
now 1 out of 2 and with autism being a so called "spectrum" meaning there are 
levels of severity.

In town, there's a drug store on every corner, and a Kidney Dialysis Clinic right 
next door to a Cancer Clinic, right next door to a Allergy Clinic, and on the next 
block are knee/ foot surgery places. And where I live is small town USA

And just because a person has doesn't have outward symptoms does NOT mean 
they are healthy. It just means what is going on in the inside of the body, at a 
cellular level, isn't creating a scream on the outside of the body, the scream being: 
allergies/diabetes/hyglycemia/low blood pressure/high blood pressure/ digestion 
issues/ headaches/ acne/ weight gain or weight loss/ chronic conditions of any 
kind/ eczema/ sinus problems/ insomnia/ poor vision/leg cramps/ poor memory/ 
cluzty tripping/ thinning hair/ thin nails/ what they call "acid indigestion/ and the list 
of seemingly unrelated symptoms goes on and on and on. *Now look at the 
common denominator here. Mercury has been in silver fillings for decades and 
decades. Pesticides, some just as dangerous as what's out there today, were 
used 25 years ago. Even dirty electricity was around 40 years ago, although not to 
the extent found today. The one common denominator is cell phone radiation.
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In a way, those who are ES are the canaries in the mine. However, the reality is, 
radiation, be it from nuclear fall out, or wireless radiation, has been proven, going 
back to the 20's, to cause biological harm. It is an equal opportunity predator. It 
doesn't care how old, or how young, what color your skin is, what your genetic 
make up is, or where you are from.

Those who connect the dots, and take measures, whether they have outward 
symptoms or not, are simply ahead of the curve here. We've ripped off the 
blinders and seen the writing on the walls. All of them. Having an early warning 
system does not equate to no harm. A closer truth would be that the body's tipping 
scale was tipped over and the light has turned from yellow to red.

Elizabeth (EMF Refugees)

Informant: Martin Weatherall
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